Publication venues play an important role in the scholarly communication process. The number of publication venues has been increasing yearly, making it difficult for researchers to determine the most suitable venue for their publication. Most existing methods use citation count as the metric to measure the reputation of publication venues. However, this does not take into account the quality of citations. Therefore, it is vital to have a publication venue quality estimation mechanism. The ultimate goal of this research project is to develop a novel approach for ranking publication venues by considering publication history. The main aim of this research work is to propose a mechanism to identify the key Computer Science journals and conferences from various fields of research. Our approach is completely based on the citation network represented by publications. A modified version of the PageRank algorithm is used to compute the ranking scores for each publication. In our publication ranking method, there are many aspects that contribute to the importance of a publication, including the number of citations, the rating of the citing publications, the time metric and the authors' reputation. Known publication venue scores have been formulated by using the scores of the publications. New publication venue ranking is taken care by the scores of Program Committee members which derive from their ranking scores as authors. Experimental results show that our publication ranking method reduces the bias against more recent publications, while also providing a more accurate way to determine publication quality.
I. INTRODUCTION
he Internet has opened up new ways for researchers to demonstrate research results and share their research findings at a rapid pace than the traditional methods. Today, researchers tend to submit their findings to a wide variety of publication venues such as conferences, journals, and seminars. These publication venues play an important role in the scholarly communication process and the visibility that their work receives. Often researchers might be concerned in knowing about the most important publication venues for publishing their research [1] . However, the selection of publication venues is usually based on the researcher's existing knowledge of the field of his/her discipline [2, 3] . As a result, researchers may not be aware of more appropriate publication venues to which their publications could be submitted. On the other hand, Computer Science (CS) is a highly active research area that brings together multiple disciplines such as physics, mathematics, and Life Sciences. The number of publication venues has been increasing continuously, making it difficult for researchers to be fully aware about the appropriateness of such publication venues [4] . With an abundance of available publication venues, it becomes a very difficult task for new researchers to find exactly what they are looking for or for researchers to keep up to date on all the information [2] .
Most of the existing methods to measure the reputation of publication venues use citation count as their chief metric [1] . For journals, among existing methods the most popular citation analysis method is Garfield's Impact Factor (IF) which itself is based on citation counts [5] . The number of citations is not a good individual indicator to measure the quality of publications, since it does not take into account the quality of the citations [6, 7, 8] . In the case of conferences, there are no criteria or consolidated metrics for measuring impact. Unlike some other fields, conferences are essential instruments for the timely dissemination of Computer Science research [9] . As demonstrated in [10] , the Computer Science programs follow publication ratio of more than two conference papers per journal paper. In addition, conferences have the precise benefits of giving rapid publication of papers [11] . Therefore, the impact of a publication venue is a key consideration for researchers whether the venue is a journal or a conference [3] .
Selecting the most appropriate venue to which to submit a new paper minimizes the risk of publishing in disreputable or fake publication venues. On the other hand, the quality of a publication venue is also important in helping with decisions about awards as well for deciding about scholarships funded by research institutions [12] . If publication venue ranking scores are measured successfully, then researchers can make better decisions about a particular publication venue much quicker based on such a mechanism. There is a significant requirement for an automated process of measuring the publication venue scores to support researchers, so that they can easily recognize the venues in which to publish their research. The findings of this research will definitely be beneficial for the researchers and in return it gives this research a great importance.
In our research, we propose a novel approach for ranking publication venues by considering publication history. We have used a modified version of the PageRank algorithm [13] to generate the scores for publications. We have considered two types of publication venues for which we normally need such information: The paper is organized as follows: first, we briefly describe our data sets. Then the major modules of the conceptual approach -citation network construction, out-links and in-links creation, publication score generation, author score estimation, lower citation counts of recent publications smoothing and publication venue ranking are presented in Section II. The results of our experiments on the real datasets obtained from DBLP and EventSeer.net are presented in Section III. Then a survey of the existing approaches which perform academic publication analysis is conducted. The strengths and weaknesses of these approaches are also given in Section IV. Finally, a conclusion is provided in Section V. Some directions for the future research work are also suggested in. Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of our proposed citation network-based publication venue ranking approach, which consists of an academic database and six major modules: citation network construction, out-links and in-links creation, publication score generation, author score estimation, lower citation counts of recent publications smoothing and publication venue ranking. First of all, data preparation is discussed in detail. Then we explain the design of each module in our proposed approach.
II. OUR APPROACH

A. Datasets
We had to work with data that we have access to, which generally are the citation data and the PC/Editorial Board data which may be not easy to get directly through sources such as Google Scholar 1 . Besides, there are diverse digital repositories freely available to the general public. DBLP 2 , ACM 3 , Microsoft Academic Search 4 , and CiteSeer 5 digital libraries are vast collections of citations of past publications. DBWorld 6 and EventSeer.net 7 contain most of CFPs for conferences in Computer Science. From these sources we can collect a list of upcoming and past publication venues with the information about topics and organizations among others.
Our approach used data from two primary sources: DBLP and EventSeer.net. These data sources offer different data services: from DBLP we got XML records, while data from EventSeer.net can only be extracted from its website using a HTML parser. DBLP offers XML records for its dataset which can be download from its website. The DBLP dataset contains information about publications from the numerous fields published over the years. This stores a set of metadata for each publication, including publication title, author(s), type of publication, the year of publication and citations. Each publication is represented by the unique key from DBLP. They did a lot of work into resolving the names problem the same person referenced with many names. Because of that the work in this study relied on the DBLP dataset for author and citation data.
EventSeer.net contains most of the Call for Papers (CFPs) for conferences in Computer Science. Therefore this dataset is essential for our work since it is required in ranking upcoming new publication venues. From EventSeer.net, we collected a list of five new conferences with this information from the listed PC members. Summary statistics of the collected data is shown in Table I . 
B. Citation Network Construction
Citation networks help in evaluating the impact of publication venues, publications and authors [14] . Citation networks are directed networks in which one publication cites another publication. In most cases, authors cite older publications in order to identify the related body of work or to critically analyze earlier work. Hence citation networks are networks of relatedness on subject matter [15] . On the other hand, publications are well defined units of work and accepted papers play an important part in the success of a publication venue [16] . Our approach is completely based on the citation network represented by publications.
We built the citation network defined as a directed graph, with each publication representing a vertex and the citations representing the edges in the graph; the edges being directed ones, directed from the citing vertex to the cited vertex [1] . Each vertex has several attributes, including publication title, conference/journal of publication, year of publication, author(s) and a unique key from the DBLP dataset.
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C. The Ranking Method
The method for ranking publications consists of four phases:
• Creating the publication in-links and out-links • Using a modified version of the iterative PageRank algorithm to calculate the ranking score for each publication
• Estimating ranking scores for authors using the ranking scores of stable publications.
• Smoothing for lower citation counts of recent publications
1) Creating the Publication In-links and Out-links
The method for ranking publications based on the citation network uses the two forms of edges: out-links and in-links. Definition 1. Out-links: From a given publication p, link all the publications pi that the publication p cites. Definition 2. In-links: To a given publication p, link all the publications pj that cite the publication p.
2) Generating Publication Scores
According to a class of publication-based ranking methods, the graph vertices represent publications, whereas an edge from node ni to node nj represents a citation from publication pi to publication pj. Computing the ranking at the publication level has the benefit that only a single procedure is performed to evaluate more than one entity: the publication itself, the publication venue it belongs to, and the author(s) [14] . PageRank offers a computationally simple and effective way to assess the relative importance of publications beyond mere citation counts [6] . Unlike other methods, PageRank constructs a single model that integrates both out-links and in-links [17] . PageRank of a publication is defined as follows [18] : Definition 3. Assume publication P has publications R1...Rn which point to it. The parameter d is a damping factor which can be set between 0 and 1. People usually set d to 0.85. C(P) is defined as the number of out-links of publication P. The PageRank of a publication P is given as follows:
PageRank is calculated using an iterative algorithm, and corresponds to the eigenvector of the normalized link matrix [18] . However, damping factor allows for personalization and can make it nearly impossible to deliberately mislead the calculations in order to get a higher ranking score [18] . PageRank extends the idea by not counting citations from all publications equally, and by normalizing its rank by the number of citations on a publication [18] . Another important justification is that a publication can have a high PageRank value if there are many publications that point to it, or if there are publications that point to it which themselves have high PageRank values [18] . PageRank handles both these cases by recursively using the link structure of the citation network.
There are many aspects that contribute to the importance of a publication, such as the number of citations it has received, the rating of the citing publications, the time metric of these citations and its author(s). PageRank only includes the first two factors. The publication environment is not static but changes continuously. PageRank favors older publications because older publications have many citations accumulated over time.
Bringing emerging publications to researchers are very important since most of them want the latest valuable information. On the other hand, Aditya Pratap Singh et al. [1] have introduced the timing factor in the PageRank algorithm [13] to reduce the bias against more recent publications which have less time than the older publications to get cited. To make the algorithm time-independent, the metric Aditya Pratap Singh et al. [1] proposed to use is the average of the total number of citations of the publications published in each year. We have also modified the formula for calculation of the PageRank of a publication P, to make the algorithm time-independent in this way. This Timed PageRank value of a publication P is given by the following:
is the year of publication P, TPR(P) is the Timed PageRank of P, TPR(Rn) is the Timed PageRank of publication Rn that links to publication P, C(Rn) is the number of out-links of publication Rn, AYCC[Y] is the average number of citations in the year Y, and d is a damping factor, which is set to 0.85.
3) Alternative Method to Smooth for Lower Citation Counts
Summarizing the weaknesses of the ranking methods we observe that:
• Citation count does not take into account the quality of the citing publications.
• PageRank does not capture the fact that an older publication has more time to be cited in comparison to the recent publications.
• Timed PageRank is able to adjust the rank of emerging quality publications. But it is not sufficient for all the publications since new publications of recent years only have a few or zero citations.
Timed PageRank algorithm is adequate for ranking the publications as it captures the important aspect that an older publication has more time to be cited in comparison to the recent publications. But it is not sufficient for all the publications since new publications of recent years only have a few or no in-links. New publications, which may be of high quality, have a few or no in-links are left behind in this aspect. It is possible the time independent metric of recent publications to become zero.
A study of conferences and journals indicates that many of the references reach back five and more years giving newer publications comparatively little opportunity to get cited [19] . It is possible that the time independent metric of recent publications is zero. Having in mind the above weakness, an alternative method was defined to smooth for lower citation counts of recent publications by modifying the Timed PageRank method.
a) Ranking Scores for Authors
To address the weakness of the Timed PageRank algorithm, we have proposed an alternative metric which uses an author score derived from citations received for publications of that author for previous publications. To assess the quality of a recent publication, its author(s) are useful [20] . It is important to use stable publications for calculating scores for authors International Journal on Advances in ICT for Emerging Regions June 2016 since we use these author scores for smoothing the lower citation counts of recent publications.
It is to be noted that the DBLP dataset that we have used only has less citation data after the year 1999 (see Table II ). Thus we have taken the year 1999 as the margin year to demarcate the stable publications and the recent publications. An author score is computed by averaging the Timed PageRank values of all the past publications a given author has written till the year 1999.
The equation for the score of an author Ai is:
where ARSAi is the author ranking score, TPRSPAi is the Timed PageRank score of a publication PAi written by the author Ai and APC[Ai] is the number of publications written by Ai. 
b) Smoothing for Lower Citation Counts of Recent Publications
Using these authoritative scores of authors, we adjust the publication scores after the year 1999. Thus, the score for a new publication is the average score of all the authors of that publication. If this newly calculated publication ranking score is less than the Timed PageRank score of that publication, we will take the Timed PageRank score as the score of the publication.
The equation for the score of a publication Pi is:
where NPRSPi is the new publication ranking score of lower citation count, ARSAPi is the author ranking score of an author APi who has written the publication Pi and PAC[Pi] is the number of authors who have written the publication Pi.
D. Ranking Publication Venues
In our Adjusted PageRank method, there are many aspects that contribute to the importance of a publication, including the number of citations it has received, the rating of the citing publications, the time metric of these citations and the authors' prior reputation. Besides, computing the ranking at the publication level has the benefit that only a single procedure is performed to evaluate more than one entity: the publication itself, the publication venue it belongs to, as well as the authors of such publications [14] . Hence we can evaluate publication venues based on this Adjusted PageRank scores.
1) Type I: Generating the Scores for Known Publication Venues
The quality of accepted papers plays an important part in determining the success of a publication venue [16] . The ranking score of a publication venue depends on the quality of research papers it publishes [1] . This is the key behind our approach for ranking known publication venues. We have adjusted the publication ranking scores to deal with Computer Science publication venues. Using the Timed PageRank Scores of the publications and the new publication ranking scores of the publications, we formulate scores for publication venues. Known publication venue scores have been formulated by using the scores of the publications.
The equation for the score of a publication venue Vj is:
where PVRSVj is the publication venue ranking score, APRSPVj is the adjusted PageRank score of a publication PVj in the venue Vj and V PC[Vj ] is the venue publication count in Vj.
APRSPVj can be either TPRSPVj Timed PageRank score of a stable publication or NPRSPVj New Publication Ranking Score of lower citation count of a publication.
2) Type II: Generating the Scores for New Publication Venues
Adjusted publication ranking scores are not sufficient for all venues because new venues only have PC/Editorial Board data. Research indicates that the quality of a conference is related to that of its PC members [4] . To assess the importance of a new conference, its PC members are useful. As a proof-of-concept, new publication venue scores are generated only for selected conferences. A recent study of PC candidate recommendation shows that the publication history is the strongest indicator for being invited as PC members [16] . New publication venue ranking is taken care by the scores of PC members which derive from their ranking scores as authors.
The score for a PC member is the author score of this person as an author. Earlier we used the publications the author has written till the year 1999 for calculating the author score. Then we adjusted the publication scores. Now we can calculate the author score of the PC using the Adjusted PageRank scores of each of its members as authors. The score for an author is the average score of the Adjusted PageRank values of the publications the author has written. The ranking score for a new conference is the average score of all the PC members of that conference.
where ARSAi is the author ranking score, APRSPAi is the Adjusted PageRank score of a publication PAi written by the author Ai and APC[Ai] is the number of publications written by Ai.
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The equation for the score of a new conference Cj is:
where NCRSCj is the new conference ranking score, ARSCj is the author ranking score of a PC member in the conference Cj and CPC[Cj ] is the conference program committee member count in Cj .
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Ranking Publications
We carried out our comparative study mainly based on the studies on academic publication analysis [1, 6, 14, 21] . Most of the existing methods use Citation Count (CC) to determine the impact of publications [5, 22, 23] . On the other hand, there has been some work done on academic research using the PageRank (PR) algorithm [1, 6, 21] , which considers the importance of the citing publication to rank the publication being cited. To integrate the time measurement, we have added a timing factor in the PageRank algorithm named Timed PageRank (TPR). Since our approach has been derived through above mentioned methods, we were able to make a comparison between our Adjusted PageRank (APR) method and other mentioned methods. 
1) Comparison between APR and CC
The following table shows the top 10 publications as determined by our method. Along with the publication APR rank and score, we also show its citation count and its citation rank. On analyzing the table, the following key observations were made:
• Citation count, the most common measure of publications, is based on mere citation counts that do not account for the quality of the publications where the citations originate. This table illustrates how accounting for citation origin affects the citation ranking of publications.
• Adjusting for citation origin provided a more refined measure of publication status and changed the publication rankings.
2) Comparison between APR and PR
The following table shows the year-wise contribution in the top 100 publications from both the PageRank and the Adjusted PageRank methods. On analyzing the graph, the following key observations were made:
• The top publications in the PR are mostly from 1970s and 1980s whereas in the APR, the top publications are mostly from 1990s and 2000s. This shows that PR favors older publications because older publications have many citations accumulated over time.
• This shows that our method reduces the bias against the recent publications which have less time than older publications to get referenced. Hence it is able to adjust the rank of emerging quality publications.
3) Comparison between APR and TPR
The following table shows the year-wise contribution in the top 100 publications from both the Timed PageRank and the Adjusted PageRank methods. On analyzing the graph, the following key observations were made:
• In the APR method, the publications are distributed over the years as compared to that in the TPR method.
• TPR is able to adjust the rank of emerging quality publications. But it is not sufficient for recent publications which only have a few or zero citations (after 1999). This is clearly visible in the graph as the TPR method is not able to assess the importance of recent publications whereas the APR method is able to assess the importance of recent publications based on their authors.
• To assess the importance of a recent publication, its authors are useful.
For better analysis, we selected few young publications for which citation statistics are not readily available in our dataset, and analyzed them by using their normalized ranking scores in the Time PageRank and the Adjusted PageRank methods over the recent years as shown in Table VIII . • Every publication has a PageRank of 0.15 value even though no-one is referencing for it. In the Timed PageRank method, every publication has a ranking score of 0.06420859 when normalizing the 0.15 to scale down the value within the range (0, 1).
• Recent publications, which may be of high quality, have no in-links climbed up their ranking scores when switched from Timed PageRank to Adjusted PageRank method.
• This table shows that our method reduces the bias against the recent publications, which have no in-links.
B. Ranking Publication Venues 1) Type I: Known Publication Venues
We relied on our publication ranking method to compute publication venue ranking scores. One approach could be to compute the average score of all their publications. The following table shows the top 10 publication venues by averaging of all their publications. For instance, publication venue A has 30 publications with only 20 being top ranking publications. Assume that these high quality publications have a score of 10 points each, where the remaining ones have a score of 1 point. Publication venue B has in total 5 publications, with 4 publications of them being top ranking publications. It is reasonable to consider that publication venue A should be ranked higher than publication venue B for their scientific contribution, because A has 5 times the number of top ranking publications than publication venue B. If we compute the average of all publication scores, then publication venues A and B would have 7 and 8.2 points respectively. It is not fair to take that approach to compute venue scores.
In order to deal with this problem, we have taken into account the top n% of publications to calculate publication venue score. Therefore, our problem was to choose the n% of publications of each publication venue that should be considered in the ranking. We performed the following experiment to determine the number n. We computed the average score for each publication venue by using their top n% publications, ∀ n ∈{25, 50, 75}. Thus, we produced 3 ranking lists for our publication venue ranking task. As a test bed we used the CORE 2013 Conference Ranking list 8 . In CORE conference ranking, conferences are allocated a rank of A* 9 , A 10 , B 11 or C 12 . The ratios of A* and A conferences within the top 10 publication venues were calculated, the better the evaluation was considered as the publication venue ranking list. It is to be noted that we have only considered the conferences within the top 10 publication venues to compute the ratio.
The following tables show the top 10 publication venues by averaging the top 25%, 50%, and 75% of publications respectively. Along with our publication venue rank and score, we also show its CORE 2013 Ranking. According to the tables, Table XIII shows the ratios of A* and A conferences within the top 10 venues by averaging the top 25%, 50% and 75% of publications respectively. Based on this experiment, we concluded that the average of top 50% publications is the most appropriate publication venue ranking list.
The equation for the ratio is:
where X is the number of A* and A conferences within the top 10 publication venues, and Y is the number of conferences within the top 10 publication venues Furthermore, we produce a venue ranking list by using a cut-off of 50 publications to indicate statistical significance. The following table shows the top 10 publication venues which have higher than 50 publications. 
2) Type II: New Publication Venues
As a proof-of-concept, new publication venue scores were generated only for following five conferences. Among recent CFPs we have only taken conferences which were stated as their first conference. The following table shows the selected new conference venue details along with their ranking scores. 
IV. RELATED WORK
There has been considerable work in the field of academic research. Among existing methods, the most widely adopted method for measuring the quality of publication venues is to use Garfield's IF. This metric uses the publication citations from only the last two years, which neglects the importance of older papers that they cite. On the other hand, it has been criticized for its only dependency on citation counts [7] . As a result, many alternative methods, e.g., h-index [22] , g-index [23] , and PageRank algorithm [13] , have been used to rank venues [24] .
Most research work on academic publications uses citation count as the metric. However, metrics like IF, h-index and gindex are based on the citation count, and hence would not give accurate results in all scenarios [1] . The number of citations is not a good individual indicator to measure quality of publications, since it does not calculate the importance of the quality of citations [6] . It is important to look at a metric which International Journal on Advances in ICT for Emerging Regions June 2016 considers the importance of the citing publications to rank the publication being cited.
There has been much interest in applying social networkbased methods for generating recommendation and measuring conference quality. A recommender system for academic events and scientific communities based on Social Network Analysis (SNA) is presented in [25] . This work regards on coauthorship and citation networks. The system constructs an academic event participating matrix, based on which similarity between any two researchers is computed. To make recommendations to a target researcher, a group of the most similar researchers is first selected and then the rank of upcoming events is determined by their aggregating ratings.
Zhuang et al. [4] have identified a set of heuristics to automatically determine the quality of the conferences based on characteristics of the PC. This research is completely based on a hypothesis, where the quality of a conference is closely correlated to the reputation of its PC members. The study was unique in the way the authors have brought their views. The heuristics both in combination and isolation have been examined under a classification scheme. In [4] , when combined under this scheme, these proposed heuristics achieved a satisfying accuracy in differentiating conferences. These heuristics are also used to rank and recommend conferences. The proposed heuristics rely on the completeness of the list of the PC members. One issue is that a small number of CFPs do not have an entire list of PC members.
There has been some work done on academic research using the PageRank algorithm [1, 6, 21] . Ding et al. [6] used PageRank to rank authors based on the co-citation network. The closest to our work is research work in [1] which uses an efficient approach to rank the papers in various conferences. A modified version of PageRank has been used to rank papers as well as conferences. An important metric in the algorithm which takes the time factor in ranking the papers has been introduced to minimize the bias against new papers which get little time for being cited. Using the year of publication of the papers, the year-wise score for each conference venue has been calculated.
However, the timing factor is not sufficient for all the publications since new publications only have a few or zero citations. Another issue is how to estimate scores for new venues for which citation data are not available using this method. Our work is motivated by this work and takes two further steps. To address the weakness of this method, we have proposed an alternative metric which uses an author score derived from citations received for previous publications of the author. We have also introduced a new way to assess the importance of old and new publication venues.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a novel approach for ranking publication venues by considering publication history. The Timed PageRank algorithm is not sufficient for all the publications since new publications of recent years only have a few citations. New publications, which may be of high quality and have a few citations, are left behind in this aspect. To assess the relative importance of recent publications, we have adjusted the Timed PageRank values with its authors' past publication scores. In our approach, there are many aspects that contributed to the importance of a publication, including the number of citations it has received, the rating of the citing publications, the time metric and its authors' reputations. The experimental results indicate that our method reduces the bias against more recent publications, which only have a few citations. The researchers can make better decisions about a particular venue much quicker and easier based on this mechanism.
The DBLP dataset that we have used only have a few or no citation data after the year 1999. Thus we have taken the year 1999 as the margin year to separate the stable publications and the new publications. There is definitely room for improvement on the margin year. The proposed margin year relies on the completeness of the citation data. One issue is that our database does not have a complete list of citations. For example, a quality publication may get a lot of citations from scientific domains that are not included in the DBLP dataset. In such cases, it requires further action to harvest citation data before the proposed approach can be applied.
The ranking scores for authors were derived from the publication ranking scores till the year 1999 only. Using the scores of authors, the lower citation counts of recent publications were adjusted by calculating an average score for each publication after the year 1999. The score for a lower citation count publication was taken as the average score of all the authors who have written that research paper. If there was no author score for a particular author, then we would have ignored that author score and take the average score of other authors. On the other hand, if there were no author scores for all the authors of a particular paper then solution would not have been given. Thus we have taken previously measured Timed PageRank value as the score of the publication. Our smoothing method relies on the generated scores of the authors. In such cases, as mentioned earlier, it requires further action to harvest the citation data as well as author data before proposed approach can be applied.
Currently, five CFPs from EventSeer.net were imported into our database. In the future, it would be of interest to add other CFPs for venue ranking problem. EventSeer.net does not offer a structured dataset like that of the DBLP dataset; we have to parse its website to extract the relevant information. Regular expressions could be used to process aspects of the CFPs text. DBLP XML records and EventSeer.net need to be combined in one unique dataset. The problem is to connect these two data sources to provide a unique data repository for publications. Regular expression could be used to match authors' names and join PC members' names in EventSeer.net to DBLP dataset. Various data refining techniques could be applied to make the analysis more precise.
Some other data sources like Google Scholar, CiteSeer and ACM could be integrated into our data repository to make it more complete. Currently, data from DBLP and EventSeer.net is imported into our database. To have better ranking results, we need data from other sources. Publication data gathered from the web by a web crawler is also an interesting development direction.
